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Background Checks

- Legally permissible in Canada
- Limit background check to **necessary information**
- Risks of over investigation
  - Human rights complaints
  - Privacy concerns
- Conditional offer of employment made prior to checks

Background Checks – Common Types

- Criminal Records Check
- Vulnerable Sector Check
- Credit Check
- Educational Verification
- Driving Record Check
Criminal Records Check

• Criminal Records Check
  • Returns list of convictions from CPIC database.

• Police Records Check
  • Based on information from CPIC database, RCMP records, records from other police forces, searchable by name and date of birth
  • Includes non-criminal contact with the police

• Assess why you need a criminal background check
• New RCMP directive – If name and date of birth raise flag, fingerprints are required for positive identification before criminal records are released

Criminal Records Checks – Human Rights

• Several provinces prohibit discrimination on grounds related to criminal records
  • Ontario Human Rights Code – pardoned offences
  • British Columbia Human Rights Code – unrelated to job
  • Canadian Human Rights Act – pardoned offences

• Therefore, human rights considerations are associated with an employer’s right to require current or prospective employees to submit to and ‘pass’ a criminal record check
Criminal Records Checks – Ontario Human Rights Tribunal

- Jamal v. First Student Canada

- Applicant alleged discrimination in employment on the basis of record of offences.
- Charged with several counts, one charge withdrawn, the other resolved by peace bond.
- Following expiration of peace bond, sought employment with Respondent
- Denied because the respondent considered his "alleged involvement in criminal activities"
- Application was dismissed by the Tribunal

Criminal Background Checks – Emerging Issue

- Significant delay in getting the checks
  - If no flags – a week or two
  - If flagged
    - e.g. Toronto Police: 6 to 8 weeks
    - RCMP: 120 days
- Usually, in an offer to work, you would say: this offer is conditional on satisfactory criminal background check
- Poses a problem for workplaces with high turnover
Dilemma for Employers

- Employee hired conditional on results of a satisfactory criminal background check
- Due to delay, the employer permits the employee to start work pending the results.
- The background check reveals a drug conviction: the employer wishes to fire for cause
- Issue: Permitting the employee to work before the results are in, contradicts the employer’s position that a clean record is an essential job requirement. In the absence of just cause, the employer may be liable for wrongful dismissal.

How to avoid that result?

- Consider wording in the offer letter to minimize liability:

  The employee is starting employment prior to the employer’s receipt of the results of a criminal records check, based on the employee’s assurance that he/she has never been convicted of a criminal offence. If the results of the check are unsatisfactory, the employer shall be entitled to terminate employee’s employment, by providing him/her with the minimum notice or payment in lieu of notice, if any, required under the Employment Standards Act, 2000 and no other notice or compensation whatsoever shall be required or apply.
Criminal Records Checks

- Criminal Record Checklist
- Nature/working conditions of the job and employer
- The nature of the offence
- Circumstances of the offence
- Age at time it was committed
- When the offence was committed
- Efforts at rehabilitation

Consider this Candidate

- Male candidate
- Conditional offer of employment made for a managerial position.
- Would be in charge of predominantly female group of service representatives
- Background check reveals a conviction for assault from 2001
Vulnerable Sector Checks

- Used where employees working with vulnerable populations
  - Elderly, children, developmentally disabled

- Vulnerable sector checks used with teachers, social workers, day-care workers, sport coaches and volunteers, long term care nurses and personal support workers

- Used to determine the possible existence of a criminal record and/or a sexual offence conviction for which an individual has received a pardon.

Vulnerable Sector Checks – Recent Changes

- Local police used CPIC to conduct name-based queries of criminal records databases and flagged pardoned sex offender records
- Individuals could avoid being linked to pardoned sex offences if using different name

- RCMP made changes
  - New automatic query based on gender and date of birth
  - Fingerprints required to complete check when gender and date of birth matches pardoned sex offender record
- Significant time delay
Driving Record

- Statement of Driving Record
- Multi-year snapshot of a driver’s history
- Human Rights Considerations
  - Driver’s abstracts should only be requested where driving is an essential requirement of an employee’s position
- In Ontario, 3 year history can be obtained on-line with employee/candidate driver’s license number

Credit Checks

- Credit checks
- Investigate personal credit history of an individual
- May be performed where a prospective employee may have the opportunity to commit theft or fraud
- Can raise many human rights issues
Privacy

- Federal – PIPEDA
- Alberta, BC, Quebec
  - Privacy legislation modeled after PIPEDA
- Set out rules about the collection of personal information about identifiable individuals
- Ontario – No similar privacy legislation

What happens when you ask for too much?

- SAS Institute (Canada) Inc., Alberta P2005-IR-008
- SAS hired Back Check for the purposes of conducting background checks
- Applicant applying for position as Administrative Assistant/Receptionist
- Told that SAS had decided against hiring her
- She made an access request and asked why a personal credit check was reasonable in the circumstances
- Was told that personal credit checks were conducted on every single applicant
What happens when you ask for too much?

- She brought a complaint to Alberta Commissioner
- Alberta Commissioner analyzed whether or not collection involved personal information or personal employee information
- Organization gave three reasons for purposes for collection of the information:
  1. To assess the applicant's suitability to manage petty cash
  2. To minimize credit card fraud
  3. To validate employment history

What happens when you ask for too much?

- The Commissioner found no correlation between individual's ability to manage own finances and manage petty cash
- Gaps in resume could be dealt with through pre-employment interview and verifying references
- Credit Report contains significant amounts of unrelated personal information
- Information, therefore, was not employee personal information
- Not reasonable to collect information as part of hiring process
Background Checks: Best Practices

• Advise applicants in writing of the specific background checks that will be required

• Obtain the applicant's written consent for the checks

• Conduct background checks after making a conditional employment offer

• Limit checks to information that is necessary and related to the requirements of the job

Screening Applicants - Today’s Resume
Legal Sources of Information – Screening Applicants

- 45% of employers questioned are using social networks to screen job candidates
- More than half of employers said that provocative photos were the biggest factor contributing to not hiring a potential employee
- 44% of employers pinpointed references to drinking and drug use as red flags
- Other warning signs included bad mouthing of previous employers and colleagues and poor on-line communication skills (study conducted by Harris Interactive for CareerBuilder.com, 2009)
Legal Sources of Information – Screening Applicants

• Facebook most popular online destination for employers to check out candidates, followed by LinkedIn and MySpace

• 7% follow job candidates on Twitter
Employer Collection – Screening Applicants

• Under BC PIPA, organizations are required to give notice to job applicants about the personal information that will be collected, used and disclosed during the application process AND the collection must be reasonable for the purposes of administering the application process

• Question whether the collection of information about an applicant from a social networking site is a direct collection, or an indirect collection?

Employer Collection – Screening Applicants

• One of the exceptions to the consent requirement is where personal information is publicly available

• This should eliminate the statutory notice requirement for collection from Facebook, however note that collection must still be for reasonable purposes
Providing References and Contacting References

• Giving References
  • Why are employers concerned?
  • No comment policies
  • Inaccurate references
  • What should employers do?

• Contacting References

Providing References: Legal Considerations

• Privacy Issues
  • Varies by provinces
  • May require consent

• Defamation Concerns
  • Protected by qualified privilege
    • If made in reasonable and honest belief that are true
    • Comments not malicious

• Negligence
  • Duty of care to former employee
  • Not yet in Canada
  • Common in the US
No Comment Policies: Legal Considerations

• Hinder former employee's ability to mitigate damages
  • May lead to longer notice period

• Confirmation of Employment – Common Practice
  • Position, duties, length of service

Inaccurate References: Legal Considerations

• Must be accurate for qualified privilege to apply

• If omit negative information
  • Negligence action by new employer
    • Duty of care to new employer?
  • Intentional infliction of harm
  • Not yet in Canada
  • In US
Providing References: Practical Considerations and Best Practices

- Do you have an established policy regarding references?
  - who is authorized to provide references
  - approved/standard content
  - verbal and/or written
  - form of consent required from the candidate
  - record keeping requirements
- Consistent approach to references will set expectations.

Contacting References

- What should you ask?
  - In what capacity does he/she know the candidate
  - Details of position/work experience
  - Reasons for termination or resignation
  - Verify all facts provided by candidate
  - Determine whether there is a blanket no comment policy
  - Consider follow up meeting with candidate
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